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Executive Summary

Is Recession Coming?
Are your growth plans aligned
with the current economic reality?
Inflation @ 4.4% all time high
Growth forecast cut to 3.5%, down from 3.7%

Question - Why should you care about these

ominous economic markers?
As a SME Business Owner, what is the
relevance of an all time high inflation of 4.4%?
What is the significance of growth forecast
cut by 0.2%, down from 3.7% to 3.5%?
We read these figures in the financial papers
and more often than not, our eyes glaze over
and we can’t comprehend how this is going
to impact our life.
Well here is the low down:

Liquidity is drying up.
Collections will become difficult and tough.
Credit from suppliers will start to shrink.
Sales will slow down. Raising finance will
become difficult. Some economists call this
a silent recession.
Within this toughening scenario, are your
business growth plans aligned with the
reality of Dubai 2016?

When liquidity is drying up, it would be wise to
shift focus to “Growing the Bottom Line (Profit)”
as opposed to “Growing the Top Line (Sales
Turnover)”
Pay careful attention to 5 deadly sins that can
easily sink your boat. In the current economic
scenario, if you don’t attend to these 5 deadly
sins, you will be so far off course a year from
now - it could be deadly to your business.
Companies that read the signs and adjust
quickly are those that make it to safe harbour
in the storms. You may be able to survive the
rough seas, but it will take a huge toll.

“

“

FORECAST DUBAI 2016

Ignorance and delusion is disease.
Awareness is cure.
- Dr. Samuel Hahnemann

These economic forces are acting on your
business whether you can comprehend the
impact or not; like the strength of the tide
and wind act on a sailing boat whether the
captain grasps the impact or not.
So how does one trim the sails to negotiate
these tricky waters? The Ostrich has a
great strategy - bury it’s head when it feels
threatened. Most business owners bury their
heads in the business, fussing about all the
things they can fuss about, instead of taking
a deep look at the unfolding scenario and
crafting a strategy that will help them sail
safely through the storm.
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5 Deadly Sins that can sink your boat

5 Deadly Sins that can destroy your business

Deadly Sin #1

Wishful Thinking
Think of wishful thinking in terms of the
“fantasy cycle”. When we embark on a
course of action which is unconsciously
driven by wishful thinking, all may seem to
go well for a time, in what may be called the
“dream stage”. However because this makebelieve can never be reconciled with reality,
it leads to a “frustration stage” as things start
to go wrong, prompting a more determined
effort to keep the fantasy alive. As reality
presses in, it leads to a “nightmare stage” as
everything goes wrong, culminating in an
“explosion into reality”, when the fantasy
finally falls apart.

Wishful Thinking begins the moment we are
done with our planning.
Our Excel sheet looks good. Our PowerPoint
presentation looks smashing. Our Business
Plan shows healthy growth curves. We
have negotiated the toughest of scenarios,
factored in all the key variables, balanced
all conflicting forces, cross-checked all the
ratios and documented all our assumptions.
In short we experience a great sense of
accomplishment, the moment we create our
map. Alas, the map is never the territory!
Our nightmare begins soon, as Murphy’s
Law whacks us, like a deadly mule kick ‘whatever can go wrong, will go wrong’.

Example - Plan - Increase sales by 10%
Wishful Thinking - This is our declared
goal, the sales team will make it happen
Assumption - The sales team are willing
and able to increase sales in this economy
Antidote - Either lower the sales target or
micro manage the sales team
The Law - You never get what you expect,
you only get what you inspect.
So, what’s the antidote?
Turns out that this three step process
is a powerful antidote to this venomous
poison called ‘Wishful Thinking’
Step 1 - Say aloud - Maybe Wishful
Thinking is my Achilles Heel
Step 2 - Say - I am about to create a
powerful antidote to this deadly poison
Step 3 - For each line item of your plan,
write down exactly what’s your wishful
thinking and what antidote can you
design to eliminate the downside

“

“

Wishful thinking is the formation of beliefs
and making decisions according to what
might be pleasing to imagine instead of
appealing to evidence, rationality, or reality.

You never get what you expect
You only get what you inspect
- Werner Erhard

Raise your hand, if you indulge in Wishful
Thinking, from time to time.
Raise it further up, if you indulge in Wishful
Thinking, most of the time!
Go on, nobody is looking. There is only you
and me, and I am on your side, for sure!
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5 Deadly Sins that can destroy your business

Deadly Sin #2

Faulty Thumb Rules

1”

Running a company is a real-time activity.
Whilst you get accounting and operational
data to examine, all your decisions are taken
on what we call ‘gut feel or intuition’ and
your experience helps you to take better
quality decisions.

If you look at it closely, your experience is boiled
down to ‘thumb rules’ you created over time.
Let us look at one such Thumb Rule. For
each product or service you offer, you know,
more or less, what is your Gross Margin
percentage. This helps you take calls to
close the sale. The prospect typically asks
for a discount, say 10%. You need the sale.
You know that your Gross Margin is about
22%. You agree and close the sale, feeling
victorious. Typically, this sale is never
diligently tracked to find out whether you
made money or lost money.
Be that as it may, let us look at the real danger
of this Thumb Rule - where you assume that
your Gross Margin is 22%.
Most business owners rely on the Operative
Expense Sheet (OPEX) that their accountants
prepare. Turns out that the accountants like
to operate from ‘convenience’ - and believe
in ‘measuring what they can measure’ as
opposed to ‘what they need to measure’ this
creates a dangerous and faulty Gross Margin
percentage assumption, on which the
business owner takes sales-closing decisions
- offering discounts within what he believes
the business can afford and absorb.
Example: A landscaping company had for
many years assumed their Gross Margin was
43%. The accountant had carefully divided
the costs into two categories - Variable and
Fixed, and followed the age old wisdom to
include everything in the Fixed cost if the
business did not make a single sale - there are
these ‘fixed costs’ - salaries, rent and so on.

Whilst this is logical and rational, there is a
small fallacy. The business is a ‘going concern’
in other words, for a longish time it has been
making sale after sale after sale.
In such a case, it would be very wise to include
everything you possibly can, under the head
‘Cost of Goods Sold’ (COGS) to compute the
Gross Margin. In the landscaping company’s
example, we found that, they had clubbed all
the salaries under ‘Overheads’, creating an
inflated Gross Margin percentage of 43%.
When we re-cast the OPEX sheet, we
transferred salaries of all the workers masons, plumbers and carpenters into the
Cost of Goods Sold and the re-worked Gross
Margin shrank to 18%. This had a huge
impact on how the company started to close
sales. The prospect would ask for a typical
20% discount. Earlier they would offer upto
10% discount, believing that they had still
captured 33% Gross Margin.
After the reworked OPEX sheet, they
created an internal policy of restricting
discounts to no more than 5%. They found
that this did not impact conversions and
helped them improve profitability.
So, what’s the antidote?
This three step process will help you
improve this Thumb Rule
Step 1 - Analyse your expenses and
transfer everything you can to Cost of
Goods Sold
Step 2 - Construct your new OPEX sheet
Step 3 - Make key decisions based on
revised Gross Margin percentage
Cash flows and profits will start to
improve

“

“

Driving a car is a real-time activity. You
stay focused on the road ahead and keep
making adjustments in a fluid state, turning,
accelerating, braking and so on. You only
use the dials and maps as indicators, but
base all your decisions on real-time data you
constantly gather.

What the mind has not distinguished
The eye cannot see
- Rajesh Nagjee
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5 Deadly Sins that can destroy your business

Deadly Sin #3

Hypnotised by Top Line
Gypsy Hypnotic spells have mystified
skeptics for centuries. They seem to enchant
and mesmerise the target whose attention
and focus moves away from what they are
supposed to do.

How about reducing your Sales Target to
match what is already effortless? Reduce
your cost base from USD 150,000 to USD
100,000. Possible? After grinding their teeth
for a while, the top team agreed.

Old habits seem to die hard!
Gone is that elusive, mystical Gypsy.
Enter the tantalising Top Line.

Three months down the line, there was
such an euphoric turn around. They had
money in the bank. Stress levels had reduced
dramatically. Everyone’s work-life balance
improved. The company was making money!

How about shifting focus from the Top Line to
the Bottom Line?
Example - A services company has been
struggling to meet their Top Line goals for
the past two years. They have an expense
base of USD 150,000 per month and need to
generate sales of USD 200,000 each month
to balance cash inflow and outflow. Their
yearly budgeted growth plans shows a healthy
increase in their revenues, their Top Line.
All the managers offer excuses, reasons,
stories and justifications on why they failed
to meet the sales targets, yet again. And
the business owner, God bless his soul, is
a forgiving man, optimistic to a fault and
believes that the next year will reverse the
trend and everyone will be happy.

They had the time, the fresh perspective and
the space to innovate to plan growth. The
consolidation helped all around.
So, what’s the antidote?
This 3 step process will help you focus on
the bottom line:
Step 1 - Identify ‘low hanging’ sales volume
Step 2 - Identify and trim costs
Step 3 - Focus on innovation to grow your
Bottom Line

“

Revenue is Vanity
Profit is Sanity
Cash Flow is Reality
- Warren Buffet

“

Business Owners seem to be under the
magnetic spell of this new alluring Gypsy
- ‘The Top Line’ (Sales). They seem to be
completely enchanted and mesmerised!
They dream. They fantasise. They feel so
dejected when she (Top Line) does not
respond. Hello! Have they forgotten that
the reason they started the company was to
grow MIB (Money in the Bank)?

These were the startling findings:
•
•
•
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Their effortless sales revenue was USD
150,000 (repeat orders - loyal customers)
Approximately 40% of their sales staff
produced zero results
They were shackled with their desired
Sales Target and felt trapped
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Deadly Sin #4

Cashflow Bottlenecks
Every System has a bottleneck, a weakest link.
The capacity of this bottleneck governs the
throughput of the system.
Every business produces several outputs.
One of them is Cash. The others are Profit,
Satisfaction, Valuation, Sales and so on.
The amount of Cash the business produces
is governed by its own unique bottleneck.
The trick is to find this one key bottleneck
and to figure out how to break it or how
to exploit it to increase the throughput of
Cash. This begins to take the guesswork out
of the equation and we start to apply laws of
physics to increase Cash Flow.
Working with hundreds of business owners
across four continents, I have found one
generic bottleneck which seems to fit most
SME Businesses.
Simply stated, the bottleneck is the pushpull of fire-fighting for short-term survival
whilst pining for developing long-term value
creation. And this comes from the basic
stage of the Capability Maturity life cycle of
the business.

The strength of a chain is equal to the strength
of its weakest link.
To increase the strength of the chain, find the
weakest link and increase it’s strength.
So, what’s the antidote?
This three step process will help you
move towards “Repeatable”
Step 1 - Identify, map and flowchart your
Cash Flow process
Step 2 - Write down all the Undesired
Effects - eg. we do not invoice on time
Step 3 - For each of these Undesired
Effects, design a Repeatable process
Cash Flows will improve

“

“

The strength of a chain is equal to the
strength of its weakest link. To increase the
strength of the chain, you need to find the
weakest link and increase its strength.

The three most dreaded words are
Negative Cash Flow
- David Tang

Capability is our ability to produce a result in
‘the future’. Maturity is a ‘level’ - as in ‘levels
of maturity’.
In the famous Capability Maturity Model
(benchmark IT Companies), 5 levels of
maturity are - Chaos, Repeatable, Defined,
Managed and Optimising.

97% of SME Companies operate throughout
their lifetime in Level 1 = Chaos
To improve throughput of everything the
company produces - cash, sales, profits,
satisfaction and so on, it is mandatory to
move up the Capability Maturity from Chaos
to Repeatable. Once this shift happens, the
results start to improve.
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Deadly Sin #5

Shutting the gate
after the horse has bolted

So you are running your company. You are
running it to make money. Do you have any
way to answer this simple question - did you
make money today or lost? Hand to heart,
without fibbing, do you really know? Or
do you just guess, hope and pray? After all
the accountant will give your profitability
statement, hopefully by the 7th of the next
month. And then you will find out that you
lost money. You will run like crazy to bolt the
door, but hello! The horse has bolted!
In every major sport - cricket, football,
hockey and so on, they have constantly
evolved and perfected the scoreboard,
offering the audience a ball to ball, on the
spot analysis between ‘what’s required to
win’ and ‘what’s the actual performance’. For
example, in Cricket, one can see what is the
‘required run-rate’ and what is the ‘actual
run-rate’ and we can easily compute how the
game is most likely to turn out - is it going to
be a win or a loss?
So how do you create such a scorecard that
will tell you what is the gap between where
your numbers need to be and where they are
currently? And you know how easy it would
be for you to take those micro decisions to
keep trimming the sails to win the game, day
after day after day.
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One day the gate remains open and the horse
runs away. Then you rush to shut and bolt the
gate. What’s the point?
The horse has gone.
Bolting the gate will not bring him back!
So, what’s the antidote?
This three step process will help you
create daily win rates
Step 1 - Create daily interim invoices (for
internal use - not for your customers)
Step 2 - Track your expenses and break
them into daily amounts
Step 3 - Use an excel sheet that will help
you see if you won or lost each day
As you implement these steps, your Cash
Flows and Profits will start to improve

“

What gets measured
Gets managed
- Peter Drucker
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“

So you have this strong horse. You keep him
in your backyard. One day the gate remains
open and the horse runs away. Then you rush
to shut and bolt the gate. What’s the point?
The horse has gone. Bolting the gate will not
bring him back!
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Conclusions

Author’s Note

1. 2016 Dubai Forecast
•

Liquidity is drying

2. Business Growth
•
•

Focus on growing the Bottom Line (net profit/money in the bank) instead of Top Line (revenues)
Reduce credit sales and credit period instead of pushing Sales Growth

3. 5 Deadly Sins
•
•
•

Implement the antidotes instead of turning a blind eye on them
Take a conservative and cautious growth plan in 2016
Consolidate first. Innovate next. Then begin to accelerate.

Assignments
These assignments will help you to create powerful antidotes to these 5 deadly sins that can completely destroy your business
in this treacherous economic climate:
1) Antidote for Deadly Sin #1 - Wishful Thinking
Assignment - For each line item of your plan, write down exactly what is your wishful thinking and what antidote can
you design to eliminate the downside
2) Antidote for Deadly Sin #2 - Faulty Thumb rules
Assignment - Analyse your expenses to transfer everything you can to Cost of Goods Sold.
Construct your new OPEX sheet as follows:
- Sales less Cost of Goods Sold = Gross Margin
- Gross Margin less Sales & General Administration Expense = Operating Profit
Make key decisions based on revised Gross Margin Percentage
3) Antidote for Deadly Sin #3 - Hypnotised By Top Line

Dear Reader
Thank you for reading this article. I hope you found value in these ideas.
In The CEO’s Business Growth Program, we examine such dynamics in great detail. I’d like to welcome you as my
guest for a full day workshop and engage in a deep dive introspection into such pivotal areas to help you develop
a robust business growth plan.
The workshop is from 8:30am to 6:00pm at Chrysalis Management Institute, United Furniture Bldg. (Next to
Oasis Center), Sheikh Zayed Road, Dubai.
If this complementary session is of interest to you, contact Shimi at 055.548.2458 or shimi@thecbgprogram.com
to save your seat. She will be happy to send you a preparation pack to process your invitation. We have limited
seating. We accept guests on a first come, first served basis.
During the session, we will help you to develop the heart of your Business Growth Plan, within the context of the
harsh economic climate that is developing in the horizon with dark and ominous clouds.
It is better to take the time to reflect and introspect and come up with a robust plan that will enable you to sail
smoothly through these storms.
Warm regards

Rajesh Nagjee
CEO Coach
rajesh@thecbgprogram.com

Assignment - Identify ‘low hanging fruit’ sales volume. Identify and trim costs. Focus on innovation to grow your
Bottom Line

About Rajesh

4) Antidote for Deadly Sin #4 - Cashflow Bottlenecks
Assignment - Identify, map and flowchart your Cash Flow process. Write down all the Undesired Effects - eg. we do not
invoice on time. For each of these Undesired Effects, design a Repeatable process to neutralise each of them.
Cash Flows will improve
5) Antidote for Deadly Sin #5 - Shutting The Gate After Horse Has Bolted
Assignment - Create daily interim invoices (for internal use - not for your customers). Track your expenses and break
them into daily amounts. Populate an excel sheet that will help you see if you won or lost each day.
Cash Flows and Profits will start to improve

Rajesh Nagjee, Founder of The CEO’s Business Growth Program, specializes in delivering a powerful learning
experience that will last your entire lifetime.
He holds a Sloan Masters MBA from London Business School, an MBA from Bajaj Institute and is certified as a
coach, mentor and strategy consultant from Carnegie Melon, Landmark Education, Corporate Coach University,
NLP Comprehensive and the Goldratt Institute.
His ancestral business was established in 1880 (umbrellas, textiles, shoes). He founded a 150-bed critical care
hospital and co-owns a landscaping & interior fit-out company.
Rajesh brings a practitioner’s practical perspective as opposed to a pure academic approach. He specializes
in applying the laws of Physics to business, in the pursuit of ‘what actually works’ as opposed to a ‘theoretical
approach’ that may or may not work.
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www.theCBGprogram.com
rajesh@theCBGprogram.com
109 United Furniture Building
Next to Oasis Center
Sheikh Zayed Road, Dubai
+971.4.3212712

Rajesh Nagjee, Founder
The CEO’s Business Growth Program
Rajesh delivers a powerful learning experience
that will last your entire lifetime.

